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Abstract 

 Energetic particle loss by external magnetic perturbation is an important issue to design control 

coils of tokamaks. In this study we try to find out the basic physical mechanism of fast ion prompt loss by 

external magnetic perturbation. Dynamics of phase space of toroidal canonical momentum and magnetic 

moment is studied to describe prompt loss of fast ions deposited by neutral beam injection. Results show 

that toroidal canonical momentum oscillation due to drift resonance between perturbation and fast ion 

increases the number of lost particles. 

 

1. Introduction 

 The physics of fast ions in tokamak plasmas has been widely investigated because of its 

importance to ion heating, which is relevant to fusion performance1, 2. Neutral beam injection (NBI) and ion 

cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH), which are auxiliary ion heating methods for current tokamaks, 

accelerate the ion speed from several keV to hundreds keV or MeV. Alpha particles are a by-product of the 

most promising fusion reaction between deuterium and tritium ions; they are expected to heat burning 

plasma and realize self-sustaining fusion machine3, 4. Thus, fast ion transport has been a key issue in fast 

ion physics. 

Energetic particle loss by external magnetic perturbation is an urgent issue to design magnetic perturbation 

coils. One of operation scenarios for ITER is H-mode without edge localized mode (ELM). For large sized 

tokamak the large energy dump to plasma facing component (PFC) by ELM is not endurable. Thus ELM 

suppression or mitigation by external magnetization is a challenge for ITER and larger sized tokamak for 

ignition5.  

Meanwhile in various tokamak devices, including KSTAR, the fast ion loss detector (FILD) has been used 

to study fast ion transport6-10. A FILD measures the energetic ions bombarding a scintillator in the vicinity 

of a plasma facing component. It has been used to investigate fast ion loss and the correlation with 

magnetic perturbations like Alfvén eigenmodes9, tearing modes11, and external magnetic perturbations12. It 

has the benefit of enhancing the reliability of analytical predictions for the loss particle energy and pitch-

angle information by allowing direct comparison with measurements. 

In KSTAR, fast ion loss observed by FILD was studied in terms of prompt loss by energetic ion in the NBI 

heated plasma13. This work did not consider magnetic perturbation including toroidal field ripple and error 

field because intrinsic magnetic perturbation level of KSTAR is less then ~10-4. They found that simple 

NBI deposition modeling in phase space explains the pitch angles detected by FILD. Additionally they 

found that fast ions deposited in the SOL are origin of high pitch angle particles detected by FILD. Thus 
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change of fast ion loss induced by magnetic perturbation is ready to study in KSTAR. 

In this proceeding we report basic physical mechanism of increase of fast ion loss observed by FILD. In the 

section 2 we present modelling analysis of prompt loss and its enhancement by magnetic perturbation. 

Firstly, prompt loss without magnetic perturbation is modeled in the phase space. Modeling study of the 

effect of magnetic perturbation on prompt loss of fast ions are followed. Section 3 presents summary of this 

paper. 

 

2. Result 

Before entering into the analysis of experiment, we introduce modeling method which is used in the 

analysis. Minimal beam modeling used in Ref. [13] is adopted to calculate position and initial pitch-angle 

defined as acos(v||/v), where v||=v B/B and v2=v ·v. From this modeling we calculate conserved quantities 

of toroidal canonical momentum   and magnetic moment , where 

,  ,  is the major radius,  is the toroidal magnetic field strength at , is 

the poloidal flux, e is the unit charge, and m is the ion mass. Conserved momentum for each particle in the 

axisymmetric system is used to analyze observed pitch-angle by FILD probe. For the momentum varying 

case with magnetic perturbation, we calculate its time evolution by using guiding center motion equation 

(8)-(15) presented in the Ref [14]. 

Experimental conditions to investigate effect of magnetic perturbation on the fast ion loss are followings. 

Basic plasma condition is 0.5MA plasma current and 1.8T toroidal magnetic field. Error field correction 

coil set is prepared to generate n=1 resonant magnetic perturbation during 3s to 8s. Fast ion sources are 2 

NBI ion sources of NBI1-A and NBI1-B with energy of 90keV and 80keV respectively.  

 

In this situation we compare FILD CCD image between with and without magnetic perturbation. Without 

magnetic perturbation case shows two distinguishable bright spots which lie in pitch-angle range of 35°~45° 

and 45°~55°. Following modeling analysis identifies that each spot is originated from NBI1-B and NBI1-A 

respectively.  

When applying an external magnetic perturbation using in-vessel current coil, the number of fast ions 

detected by FILD increases. The increment is shown as being brighter in the image of FILD as presented in 

Figure 1. FILD CCD image with the pitch-angle .vs. gyro-radius map 

from shot #9092, t = 3.2s and 5.5s. Prompt loss spots from NBI1-A, and 

B are clearly shown. The pitch-angle resolution of KSTAR FILD is

from maximum 0.75 at high pitch to minimum 0.9 at low pitch. 
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the figure 1. These changes induced by magnetic perturbation happen in the time scale of  which is 

much faster than the transport time scale of fast ion. Measured pitch-angles lies of 35°~50° and 50°~60°. 

Two features of magnetic perturbation case are broader pitch-angle range and brighter spots which mean 

more fast ions detection. This means that increased particles detected by FILD are originated not from core 

region but SOL region. Instantaneous response and unchanging pitch and energy suggest that detected 

particles are from the SOL region without collisions. 

 

 

 
 

Using reconstructed equilibrium fitting15 (EFIT) and minimal beam deposition modeling we construct 

phase space analysis as shown in the figure 2. Figure 2.(a) plots the FILD line and NBI1-A distribution of 

shot #9092 at a time of 3.8s. The coloured lines and points denote the following: (1) coloured circles 

indicate the FILD probe with the colour representing the pitch-angle, (2) small blue circles indicate the 

beam distribution, and colours represent (3) the inner wall - red, (4) inner LCFS position with Z = Zmagnetic 

axis - purple (5) magnetic centre - blue, (6) outer LCFS position with Z = 0 - green, (7) outer wall – 

yellowish green, and (8) maximum value - black from inside the LCFS to outside. We can determine the 

crossing between the beam distribution and FILD at the pitch-angle region: 45° - 55°. In the same manner, 

figure 2.(b) shows detectable pitch-angles by the FILD for NBI1-B of 38° – 49°. Though experimental 

observation and analysis has 3° difference, the model explains detected pitch-angle.  

The case of magnetic perturbation is also analyzed by same manner. Perturbed magnetic field is not 

considered in the detected pitch calculation. Strength of perturbed magnetic field is ~10-4 compared to 

equilibrium magnetic field thus change of toroidal canonical momentum and magnetic moment is 

Figure 2. Normalized toroidal and magnetic moments (blue dots) of beam 

particles according to minimal modelling: (a) NBI1-A, (b) NBI1-B. The 

momentums of particles passing through the FILD position are plotted as 

colored circles with a black edge. The colors indicate pitch-angles as given

in the legend.  
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negligible. Pitch-angles predicted by model are not different from without magnetic perturbation case 

though experimental shows change of pitch-angle and brightness. Thus we study the dynamics of phase 

space with magnetic perturbation needs.    

Time evolution of toroidal canonical momentum is calculated under magnetic perturbation. Magnetic 

perturbation is described by single n=1, m=3 poloidal magnetic perturbation without radial dependency 

where n and m are toroidal and poloidal mode number. Its strength is adjusted to have  to 

reflect experimental magnetic perturbation level. We do not consider magnetic perturbation in the SOL. 

Given magnetic perturbation generates magnetic island at the  flux surface drawn as red solid line in 

the figure 3. Its size agrees with the prediction of theory. The other islands are not shown because magnetic 

perturbation is not too strong to make harmonics and stochastic field lines.  

 
Response of fast ions to magnetic perturbation is different from magnetic field line. We use fully passing 

particles with 100keV deuterium. We scatter fast ions from magnetic axis to last closed flux surface (LCFS) 

with random toroidal angle.  

Poincare section on the poloidal plane of fast ion guiding center shows outer drift of orbit island from 

resonant flux surface designated by center red solid line in the figure 4 though orbit is stochastic. In 

addition to  resonant flux surface, secondary orbit islands at  and  are found and both 

drift to outward. The orbit in  surface is also stochastic due to overlap between  and  

orbit islands. 

Figure 3. Field line tracing of magnetic perturbation of 

n=1 and m=3. Red solid line is q=3 surface. 
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Realistic case is studied with 90keV fast ions deposited by NBI1-A with shot #9092. To reduce simulation 

time, the particles deposited in the vicinity of FILD probe on the phase space is selected. Result is shown in 

the figure 5. Toroidal canonical momentum oscillates during orbit following time and cross the FILD phase 

space line. It means that detectable area in the phase space increase from the line to area. Thus it will be 

shown as brighter spot than the case of without magnetic perturbation. In this model we cannot find the 

increase of detectable magnetic moment. 

 

 

Figure 4. Poloidal Poincare section of fast ion orbit with

magnetic perturbation of n=1 and m=3 mode. Red solid 

lines are resonant flux surface of red arrows designated

with m/n mode number 

Figure 5. Time evolution of toroidal canonical moment. Each color solid

line means momentum time evolution of each fast particle. Transparent

yellow box shows the detectable phase space by FILD probe.  
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3. Summary 

Fast ion loss increase by external magnetic perturbation was investigated on the momentum phase space. 

The comparison study between with and without magnetic perturbation was studied to figure out the 

features of enhanced fast ion loss by magnetic field perturbation. From this we found that perturbation 

makes more fast ions detection with broader pitch-angles. Toroidal canonical momentum oscillation by 

magnetic perturbation increases the detection by FILD as inducing intersection between the momentum line 

of FILD and fast ions in the phase space. Drift resonance and secondary island generation of fast ion makes 

large oscillation of toroidal canonical moment in the phase space.  

We limited the modelling and simulation to prompt loss with single mode external magnetic perturbation. 

Thus, this model will be extended to include multi modes reflecting resonant magnetic field perturbation. 
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